Election Integrity Pledge
with Michigan Voters

Resolution Calling on all Candidates and Election Officials to:
Help Clean Up the Voter Rolls (QVF) for the 2024 Elections

WHEREAS, the MIGOP has an Election Integrity group with 18 subgroups dedicated to Election Integrity; and

WHEREAS, CheckMyVote.org (CMV) is an Election Integrity website aligned with and supporting multiple MIGOP election integrity subgroups by providing voter roll cleanup resources; and

WHEREAS, CheckMyVote.org publishes the Qualified Voter File information and data analysis on the first of each month. Any citizen can “Audit My Address” to see and flag questionable voter registrations and voter history at any address in Michigan; and

WHEREAS, analysis of publicly available voter roll data shows that the State of Michigan is in direct violation of Section 8 of the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA) that requires States to maintain an accurate and current voter registration roll for elections for federal office; and

WHEREAS, Section 8 of the NVRA obligates States to “conduct a general program that makes a reasonable effort to remove the names of ineligible voters from the official lists of eligible voters” due to death or change of residence. 52 U.S.C. 20507 (a)(4). And as the U.S. Supreme Court has recently confirmed, “federal law makes this removal mandatory.” Husted v. A. Philip Randolph Institute, 138 S. Ct. 1833, 1842 (2018); and

WHEREAS, by comparing publicly available voter registration records with the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2021 Citizen Voting Age Population data, analysis shows that 55 counties in Michigan have more registered voters than adult citizens over the age of 18; and

WHEREAS, retaining voter rolls that are bloated with ineligible voters harms the electoral process, heightens the risk of electoral fraud, and undermines public confidence in elections; and

WHEREAS, since newly re-elected Secretary of State Benson joined ERIC (Electronic Registration Information Center) in 2019, our voter registrations have been on the rise and now exceed our citizens of voting age population by more than 600,000 adults; and

WHEREAS, according to the Michigan Auditor General Single Audit Reports from 2015-2022, the State of Michigan has received $57.7 million in federal HAVA (Help America Vote Act of 2002) grant funding; and

WHEREAS, MCL 168.512 specifies “any elector of the municipality (where they reside) may challenge the registration of any registered elector by submitting to the clerk of that municipality a written affidavit that such elector is not qualified to vote, which affidavit shall specify the grounds upon which the challenged elector is disqualified”; and

WHEREAS, Michigan Precinct Delegates are already actively working in their jurisdictions to research and submit affidavits to their local clerks for voter registrations for which they have evidence of an invalid voter registration, and

WHEREAS, We the people desire and demand that our 2024 elections are legal, transparent, and secure. This begins with clean and accurate voter rolls.
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED: That MIGOP and CMV declare the following:

- We encourage all Michigan citizens to visit the MIGOP.org/election-integrity webpage and get actively involved in voter roll research and cleanup efforts; and
- We strongly encourage all Michigan citizens to audit their addresses for voter registrations at checkmyvote.org. Flag and report any inaccurate information to the website so that only legal votes are counted during elections; and
- We demand that the Secretary of State and Bureau of Elections provide Michigan citizens, according to state law and by way of FOIA, with accurate voter roll data so that we can assist local clerks with voter roll cleanup efforts; and
- We demand that the Secretary of State and Bureau of Elections follow Michigan law by maintaining five years of accurate vote history and vote location history records with no data manipulation, and
- We demand that the Secretary of State and Bureau of Elections use a common voterID, with accurate vote history locations, for all statewide data extracts as required by HAVA law.

For local Clerk acknowledgment (please initial and sign below):

I will begin immediately, using all reasonable human and technological efforts, to clean our voter rolls and remove registrations of citizens who have moved, are deceased, or are otherwise ineligible to vote due to an inaccurate registration; and

I will work for the voters of my municipality and will provide all election related data, allowed by law, to the citizens of Michigan by allowing the storage and non-restricted viewing of this data at CMV.

For County and District party Chairs acknowledgment (please initial and sign below):

I will work to recruit trusted Republican volunteers from my jurisdiction to join MIGOP and CMV’s coordinated, statewide effort to clean up our voter rolls. Also, acknowledge the next section for ALL Candidates.

For ALL Candidates seeking elected office acknowledgment (please initial and sign below):

I will support election integrity by promoting the published efforts of the MIGOP and CMV.

I will work for the voters in my area and thereby, while campaigning, will use volunteer efforts to confirm accurate voter registrations and flag questionable registrations at CMV.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, a copy of this signed pledge shall be shared with the voters of Michigan at CMV and MIGOP.

__________________________  ___________________________  ___________
Signature                  Print-Clerk or Candidate    Date
Kristina Karamo
MIGOP Chair

__________________________  ___________________________  ___________
Signature                  Print-Clerk or Candidate    Date
Phil O’Halloran
Chairman, MIGOP Election Integrity Committee

__________________________  ___________________________  ___________
Signature                  Print-Clerk or Candidate    Date
Phani Mantravadi
CMV Co-Founder & CEO

__________________________  ___________________________  ___________
Signature                  Print-Clerk or Candidate    Date
Tim Vetter
CMV Co-Founder & COO